At The Crossroads sat down with a number of our clients who have made it into transitional and permanent housing, and talked to them about the impact that their living situation has had on their lives. (Some client names have been changed at their request to protect their privacy.)

From a roof to a home?
Many clients are quick to point out that the presence of a roof doesn’t mean homeless life and culture is behind them. “I consider it home because that’s where all my things are, but I still feel homeless living in transitional housing,” said Brandy, who has been in a group living situation for mothers since June 2006.

Part of this feeling of transition can come from the other people in the building, or the neighborhood. Lucy is currently living with her two children in Cameo House, a housing program for formerly incarcerated mothers. “I’m thankful that I have somewhere to stay,” says Lucy, “but for me, it’s really hard to live with nine different people that you don’t know from Joe Blow. You don’t have that coziness of your own kitchen, your own living room, your own address. It’s just like renting a room, and so it doesn’t feel like home to me. I just try to tell myself that it’s only temporary; eventually I’ll have my own place.”

And housing itself, permanent or temporary, comes with its own maze to navigate. For many clients, it’s the first time they’ve been responsible for the basics of apartment living: paying bills and rent on time, or buying groceries. “I’ve never really had to do my own thing, so it’s kind of weird,” said Kim, who has been off the streets with her husband, Brad, for the past four years. “I do think of this as my home but I still feel really weird about it because I’ve spent so much time on the street.”

“A new life
Clients like Lydia and Eric were actually surprised at how quickly they adjusted to their new life of responsibilities once they left the streets five years ago. “I kinda thought that I was gonna continue the way I was, just that now I was gonna be inside,” said Lydia, who now has a child with Eric. “And that’s not how it works. After a short while, you kinda get that desire to be a little normal. That surprised me a lot.”

Added Eric, “I do miss the streets. There are times when I really do miss that irresponsibility. I really miss being able to do what I want, when I want.”

After Nine Years, ATC Has a Logo!
One of the things that ATC has long been missing is a logo, and now we’ve got one! Last year a local PR firm, Verb Factory, took ATC as its first ever pro bono client. The staff are in the process of completely overhauling our website, and will also develop a new brochure for ATC. Their first project was a logo – they devoted an extraordinary amount of time and creativity to coming up with something that we loved, and were always patient when dealing with a somewhat... difficult client. When they presented the design to our staff, the approval was enthusiastic and unanimous. We hope you agree. We are so grateful to Deirdre, the project leader; Rich, Verb Factory founder; and Chris, the logo designer. They have been fantastic to work with, and we’re very excited about what comes next!
Letter from the Director

Rob Gitin

About four years ago, I had a meeting with a client named Jeremy, who had recently gotten off the streets. He had been mostly homeless for about seven years, and had been working with ATC for three years, leading up to the time when he got into a stable apartment. At the time of our meeting, he had been in his apartment for about three months, and he was not feeling good about life.

“I feel like I’m losing my mind, and I don’t know why.” These are the words that opened our meeting. He went on to detail how he had been feeling very depressed, to the point of contemplating suicide. He was using more drugs than he had while homeless. He was having trouble sleeping, which was new for him. He felt anxious and confused, and was on the verge of going back to the streets, and perhaps worse.

Jeremy’s situation, while scary, is not uncommon. When our clients first get off the streets, they often find themselves feeling worse than they had felt while homeless. There are a couple of factors at play. The first is Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. While living on the streets, our clients are largely occupied with survival, and do not have the mental or physical space to think about anything else. The trauma that led them to the streets, and the trauma they experience while homeless, get pushed down deep without being dealt with. When your mind is wholly occupied by basic survival, it cannot address emotions about the difficult things that are happening or have happened to you.

When someone does get off the streets, and suddenly has basic needs met, the mind has the space to think about other things, allowing other thoughts and feelings associated with the past to come rushing up. Often, the feelings of sadness or anger are strong, but they are disconnected and disorienting, because it’s hard to remember and figure out what events or situations the specific emotions are linked to. This can make people feel like they are “losing their mind” and going crazy.

Another factor is the question of “what comes next.” For so long, that question had an answer – getting housing. While they are homeless, many clients’ primary goal is to get off the streets. Focusing or even thinking about what comes afterwards can be impossible in the face of that all-consuming pursuit. Once off the streets, suddenly the client has to think about what he or she wants to do now. This can be a hard question for anyone, but for our clients, it is harder than usual. They have a new set of rules, priorities, and social norms. They have often left behind the majority of their friends, and are more isolated than ever before. If they have met new people, they usually don’t feel comfortable opening up about their former homeless life. They are confronting critical life questions with little or no support.

This is why ATC does not stop working with our clients once they get off the streets, but continues to provide support for as long as they want. I feel like some of the most valuable work we do is with clients during this transitional period. When Jeremy met with me, I was able to reassure him that he was not going crazy. I explained to him that what he was experiencing was a normal part of the transition off the streets. In fact, it was actually a sign of his health, that he was dealing with things he had pushed down for years. I was able to help him see what was going on, and place it in a context that wasn’t so scary. While he continued to struggle with these issues for the next several months, he never felt as low as he did that day.

It is a privilege to get to work with the same individual for many years. It feels good to know that you are able to provide someone that you care about with support that is unique, personal, and has a real impact on helping him build the life he wants. I have an enormous amount of respect for the courage our clients show when creating new lives for themselves. They are a constant source of inspiration.

Rob Gitin
Director, At The Crossroads
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**Mission Statement**

At The Crossroads reaches out to homeless youth and young adults at their point of need, and works with them to build healthy and fulfilling lives.

**Core Values**

- Prioritizing meeting the needs of our clients
- Making services as accessible as possible
- Supporting empowerment
- Respecting individuality

---

**What We Do: The Basics**

- ATC is on the streets four nights a week in two areas of San Francisco: Downtown and the Mission. We hand out basic necessities like food, condoms, socks, tampons, and hygiene items.

- We build trusting, non-judgmental counseling relationships, help clients identify goals, and support them in achieving those goals.

- We meet with some clients 1-to-1, in a public space of their choosing. We listen to them and provide tailored referrals to other services.

- We do not stop working with our clients if and when they leave the streets. We continue to support them through this transition, for as long as they want.

- We work closely with other organizations, connecting our clients with services such as jobs, housing, education, health care, and mental health services.

- We support other programs in their efforts to work with homeless youth through dialogue, trainings, and helpful documents.

- We advocate for the improvement of the continuum of support for all homeless youth.

---

**Get Involved with At The Crossroads**

- **Volunteer individually.**
  Do you have some free time in the afternoon or evening? We’d love you to come by our office and sort donated clothing, put away food, drive to the Food Bank and go shopping, or a number of other tasks that keep us going. If you are interested in this, go to our website, click on Get Involved, then on Volunteers, and check out our options.

- **Get your friends, your workplace, and your groups involved.**
  Do you know other people that you would like to introduce to ATC? Do you work at a company that could donate time or money? Are you part of a group of people that would want to help out? Go to our website, click on Get Involved, and learn more about different ways that you can get your communities connected with ATC.

- **Join our volunteer email list.**
  Receive emails about our monthly supply prep nights, as well as other volunteer opportunities. Help us prepare supplies for outreach to our clients by making candy packs, bunching socks, and bagging soaps and Q-tips. Prep Nights are scheduled on the last Wednesday of every month. If you would like to join our volunteer email list, email getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org with “join email list” in the subject line.

- **Be creative.**
  We’re open to hearing your ideas for supporting ATC. If you have any questions, feel free to contact us via email [getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org](mailto:getinvolved@atthecrossroads.org) or phone (415-487-0691). Find our Wish List on our website: [www.atthecrossroads.org](http://www.atthecrossroads.org).

---

**Make a donation to ATC.**

You’ll experience a sense of happiness and fulfillment that you’ve never known. You’ll want to do it again and again. In all seriousness, the future of At The Crossroads depends on the generosity of individuals who believe in our work. You can [make a credit card donation at www.atthecrossroads.org](http://www.atthecrossroads.org) (click on Donate Now). You can also make a check payable to: “At The Crossroads, CIF.” Send it to the address listed on the opposite page.
From a Home...

For many of At The Crossroads’ clients, getting into housing is just one step among several needed to move away from a life of homelessness. A roof over their heads will only last for so long if they aren’t also able to secure a job or begin to tackle their mental health issues. ATC talked to three housing providers for homeless people in San Francisco about their housing models, and their work not only to get people off the street but to give them the tools to stay there.

**It starts with an application**

For several programs, accessing their housing starts with an interview and application process. It can be a daunting task, often involving several pages of detailed information. At Connecting Point, the city’s family shelter placement center, families looking for shelter outline their medical, personal and housing histories. At Larkin Street Youth Services, counselors get to know youth who stop by their drop in center to figure out what they want to accomplish, and which emergency or transitional housing option best fits those goals. (For an overview of each program we talked to for this article, please see the sidebar on this page.)

Though the application process itself can intimidate anyone, the programs themselves stress the importance of knowing where a client is coming from to find and maintain the best fit possible.

“We know that there’s no guarantee that success in one place leads to success in another place,” said Aram Hauslaib, Connecting Point’s Assistant Program Director, who makes sure that the information gathered at Connecting Point is passed on to whichever shelter or other city programs the family members are placed in. “We share information so we know the history of the client, and where they’re coming from.”

The Direct Access to Housing program (DAH), for homeless people who are suffering from mental illness, says the whole concept is to get people who are living on the streets and suffering from various mental health issues into permanent housing as quickly as possible.

“It’s unethical to have housing units open while people are on the street,” said Margot Antonetty, the Deputy Director of Housing and Urban Health at the Department of Public Health. “To have an access system that’s slow doesn’t help you with that.”

**More than just housing**

Once a client is in housing, there are a variety of services they have access to beyond the four walls around them.

“The continuity of connection is really important,” said Larkin Street’s Executive Director, Sherilyn Adams. “We want to meet the full complement of their needs over time. It’s up to the young person to decide how she or he wants to reach their goals, and we’re here to provide the support to help them reach those goals.”

DAH provides a range of mental and physical health services, both within the buildings that house their 918 units of housing and within walking distance of them at their Tenderloin health clinic. They also ensure that these services are available for as long as the client wants them.

“We don’t expect them to simply get their stuff together and get on with their lives,” said Antonetty. “They wouldn’t be in our housing if that was the case. We understand the ongoing issues in their lives.”

Connecting Point also understands that an effective shelter system not only helps people get into shelter but also helps people on the edge of homelessness stay housed. This year they started offering rental assistance, designed to help people meet their immediate rent needs and avoid eviction.

“We’re trying to address a lot of people who may not be eligible for shelter, but can be helped otherwise,” said Hauslaib.
Rate of success
Attention to the individual needs of clients has lead to great success rates among the housing programs. For Larkin Street, 75 percent of the youth who complete one of their housing programs have reported back to them that they are able to stay off the streets and remain independent. There is no formal tracking of what happens to youth once they leave, but former clients are known to stop by at holidays or special celebrations. Clients who have gone through Lark Inn, one of Larkin Street’s emergency shelters, are invited to come back for bag lunches and check in with the staff and their friends.

“We want them to move on, but of course we want to hear how they’re doing,” said Adams. “If an issue comes up, we’re always here.”

Connecting Point doesn’t track what their clients do beyond their time at the family shelters, but also relies on former clients returning to share stories of how they’ve been. Families bring by new babies, sharing stories of new jobs or new homes with counselors they connected with.

DAH programs have only just begun looking into how many of their clients stay with their housing, yet preliminary results suggest that more than 90 percent of their clients are successful. The low failure rate is in large part due to their definition and focus on success — only those who have to be evicted are counted as not successful, and DAH does what it can to solve tenants’ problems before kicking them out.

“We want to be able to serve more and more challenging clients,” said Antonetty. “It doesn’t always work out, but it’s worth taking the risk so the client doesn’t have to fall apart. It takes the right building, the right support. But we want to continue to find new and creative ways to stabilize people.”

Challenges along the way
Of course, in the journey to help homeless people find success in housing, there are several challenges along the way. There is always the problem of limited financial resources, which limits both the supportive services that can be offered and the housing itself.

“There is not enough housing for young people,” said Adams. “You need not just more housing but more different programs, flexibility in structure and length of time, more options to meet the different needs of different youth.”

The lack of options is also felt by Connecting Point. Their detailed intake process would ideally lead to placement in shelters that can meet a variety of their clients’ specific needs. But the reality is that with only three city-run family shelters and 80-100 people waiting for 2-20 places available each month, placing families in the perfect shelter is a luxury they can’t afford.

“Whatever comes up first and fits the size of the family, that’s the way we go,” said Hauslaib.

Rewards at the end of the day
Despite the limitations of how many people can be reached through existing services, there is comfort and a sense of pride in the people who are able to use the programs to improve their lives.

“Every day we see kids get accepted into housing, move into housing, get a job, get along better with their peers,” said Adams. “We see them accomplish their goals, whatever they are.”

“I can’t tell you what incredibly visionary people there are working at our sites,” said Antonetty. “That and our tenants are what make our work possible.”
to travel, just to get up and leave. But I’m content in life now. Where before, when I was living on the streets, contentment was a fleeting moment. It only lasts for so long, usually depending on how long your high lasts. I’m a lot more content now. Realistically content.”

Leaving a community

Moving into housing can mean leaving behind friends, family, and community. It can be a challenge to form new relationships, and build a new social circle. Brad notes that he still tends “to isolate, stay at home and watch TV rather than go outside.”

It can also create challenges like deciding how to deal with old relationships.

When Lucy entered Cameo House, she had just left a recovery center where she felt she had made lots of close ties.

But she got a rude awakening when she visited the program to follow up on her friends. “I tried to keep in touch with a couple of my really, really close friends,” describes Lucy. “I went there five or six times to visit, and they all just kept saying ‘Hey, Lucy, what’s up?’ and then they went about their way. You know, they weren’t like, ‘Oh my god! you know? I really thought that we would be good friends, so that was a big letdown for me. I was really hurt. So I felt, I just had to let it go. That maybe they were good friends with me at the time we went through what we went through and that was just kinda like part of my past now.”

In her new situation, Lucy is still a stranger. “It’s not always a comfortable environment where you can just go in the living room and hang out and watch TV,” said Lucy of her living situation. “I wish we could be like, ‘Hey what’s up? How was your day? You wanna eat dinner? Rent a movie tonight?’ I wish it could be comfortable like that.”

Aside from trying to form new relationships, newly housed people often have to leave behind the only people who ever stood up for them. Patricia remembers some of her old friends who would bring her in off the street when things got bad. “I disconnected from them because I feel like I owe them so much. Like the only people I have anything to prove to are the people that actually helped me when I was on the streets. One day I’ll be able to show them my full appreciation.”

Of course for others, it’s that they’re not far enough from the people they hung out with on the streets that makes it a struggle. “It gets really old,” said Kim. “Being with people who really want to move inside, they do the same thing they did when they were on the street. It’s just frustrating.”

Agreed Lydia, who lives in the Towers at the time. “I wish of course,” says Ms. Lopez “I just had to let it go. But I would rather raise a kid there and have more to give than having him in one room where he can run around and play.”

Helping services

The challenge of housing is an opportunity for services to offer support to help the newly housed reach their goals. “Just cause I got off the streets the people don’t mean life is perfect or I’m perfect or anything’s perfect, it just means that I’m off the streets. I still need support sometimes,” said Serina, who moved into her own place in August 2006 after being on and off homeless for fourteen years. “I don’t need as much help as I did when I was in the streets running around like a chicken with my head cut off — being stable, I’ve become more mature. But there’s some times when I still need support.”

Serina discovered a lot of her friendships and community. It can be a challenge for others, it’s as easy as that, but because I want to keep my house, I don’t do those things.”

Where to go from here?

With so many ongoing challenges, many of our clients with whom we have been able to work together before and after they get off the streets. Many of our clients don’t use any services at all outside of At The Crossroads. For some this is a matter of choice, while for others it’s a matter of keeping others in sight.

“I think of one bigges the ones with homeless people is they don’t realize the answer is within you,” said Joe. “When At The Crossroads asked me, ‘What would you like to do about housing?’, I answered the question. I needed someone to talk, I needed someone to ask the right questions.”

For clients like Joe, housing is important, but only one step to consider in the next few months to the next 50 years. “I think that getting stable housing made me realize that life is important,” said Joe. “What do I do matters, and what I go through matters. And it’s not only matters to me, it matters to others.”

The Crossroads is a safe space for clients to explore their new options and make the transition to permanent housing. It offers support to help newly housed clients overcome barriers and find their way to a stable future. The Crossroads is a community where clients can receive the help and guidance they need to succeed in their new lives.

“Crossroads asked me, ‘What do you need?’, and I answered, ‘I need help as I did when I was out on the streets. It’s just frustrating.’ The Crossroads helped me get my life back on track and move into permanent housing. I’m grateful for the help that Crossroads has provided me.”

“Crossroads has been a life-saver. I’m able to live a stable, independent life. I’m able to take care of myself and my family.”
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Transition Youth Task Force makes recommendations

In 2006, Mayor Newsom called together a task force of community-based organizations, government officials, and transition-age youth to create a city-wide set of policies and recommendations for 16-24 year olds who are disconnected from the support necessary to build healthy lives. The city has never had a coherent policy or system to address the needs of these individuals, and hopes to become a model for other cities around the country.

For the past 15 months, this group has been working very hard to create a set of recommendations that would meet the needs of the diverse range of these young people. The individuals on the task force put a great deal of time and passion into the process, and it shows in the results.

In May, the Transition Youth Task Force (TYTF) finalized a set of 16 recommendations. If implemented, these recommendations will result in systemic change that will provide young people with the housing, support services, education and work opportunities that have been missing in their lives.

- Fewer young people will become homeless.
- Those who do become homeless will have better opportunities to get off the streets.
- Disconnected youth will have a new chance to build the lives that they want.
- 400 units of housing for homeless and marginally housed youth will be created.

So far, the support for the recommendations at the city level has been overwhelming! In addition to Mayor Newsom, heads of all of the major city departments have endorsed TYTF’s recommendations, and expressed enthusiasm and appreciation for the task force’s efforts. While making these changes will be a multi-year process, some of the recommendations will make an immediate impact on young people’s lives in the upcoming year.

ATC was proud to play a leadership role in this process as the chair of the community services workgroup. We will continue to play a large role in the implementation process, making sure that the needs of homeless youth are addressed by the city in a way that provides them with meaningful opportunities to make change in their lives. We applaud the city for making the statement that it will hold itself accountable for this population, and is invested in seeing young people make successful transitions into adulthood.

Making sure our clients look pretty

Since our second year, The Union Bank of California Foundation has been a key supporter of ATC, making a generous grant to us every year. This past year, they deepened their involvement with ATC by organizing a hygiene item collection program with the bank’s employees who travel and stay in hotels.

This has been spearheaded by Karen Murakami, UBOC Foundation’s long-time program officer. Little did we know what an amazing job they would do! Every couple of months, we pick up four or five large boxes of shampoos, soaps, lotions, and other items.

Some of UBOC’s employees have taken to buying additional hygiene items and including them with the donations. The UBOC folks have really gotten into this effort, and provide ATC with more than half of the hygiene items that we give to our clients. We are extremely grateful to Karen and her coworkers for the energy they devote to their collection efforts.
Local Elementary School Pitches In to Help ATC

As the number of clients we work with increases every year, so does the amount of food we distribute. We give out snacks and sandwiches to about 240 people on outreach every week, and another 60 clients get a full food box during the daytime.

It is not easy to keep up with the food needs of our clients. Marshall Elementary School, which is located just a few blocks away from our office, decided to help out by organizing a food drive with their students and families this past winter. Students collected approximately 180 pounds of food for ATC, and took the time to learn more about our clients and our work.

This drive allowed us to save money on food and use it in other areas, including buying IDs and birthday gifts for our clients. It was wonderful to get young people and their families involved in ATC’s efforts. We are grateful to Marshall for making this commitment to help its community!

Benefit CD and Event for ATC

In early 2006, Dan Crowell, owner of Three Ring Records and husband of our former staff member Lori Norcia, came to At The Crossroads with the idea of making a benefit CD for ATC. He told us he’d handle all the leg work, find the musicians, record, press, and distribute the CD, and cover the costs.

Sound too good to be true? Well, it is too good, but it is true. In December 2006, a compilation CD of songs donated by 22 different musicians was finished. It is fantastic! It has already gotten media coverage in a variety of different places, and has started raising money for our organization.

We cannot properly express our gratitude to Dan for the incredible amount of time and energy that he devoted to this project; we are humbled by his effort. We also want to thank the 22 artists for donating a song (and in some cases coming up with an original song), and to Nic Coley for donating the cover art. If you are interested in buying the CD, go to www.threeringrecords.com/floss.html, and scroll to the benefit CD for At The Crossroads. We hope you check it out; you won’t be disappointed!

Three Ring Records also put on a benefit concert for ATC on May 19th. 110 people came and had a great time, and we raised more than $1,100 to help us help our clients reach their goals!
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Paul Duchscherer
Cheryl & Mark Falb
Dane & Linda Friedman
Carly & Jack Futoran
Annie Galvin
Robert Glen
Barrie & Peter Grenell
Robert Jackson
In Honor of Jenn Guitard
Lomie & David Hinckley
Kristen Ho
Eileen Horng
Becky Johnson
Meredith Johnson
Nada Kowalki
Stephanie Mann
Steve & Honey Mann
Ye Min
Laure Mohaupt
Kerith Pany
Jean Pinnick
Maury & Miek Riad
Larry & Lisa Rice
Elise Riley
Lynne Rodezno
Diane Serber
Anne Shelley & Muppy Fund
Lateefah Simon
D A Solar
Nancy Scott
Rogelio & Liz Sotelo
Maria Vella
David & Ilona Weber
Amanda West
Mary York

PATRONS - $1-$59
Anonymous (multiple donors)
Robert & Alison Barnhill
Carolyn Bradley
Sandi & Charles Brown
Sara Barza
Isabel Cabrera
David & Carolyn Cammack Tice
Barbara Early
John & Lisa Errati
Leonard Johnson
Karen Loveas
Sahina Maier Smith
Andy Mardesich
Janet McGowen
Kathryn Morris
Kerry Painter
Adam Panaligan
Nona & Ely Perez
Kathleen Prince
Cristin Roothaas
Ed & Margaret Shehorn
Gavin Skillman
Ruth Anne Sperry
Michael Talty
Lisa Tarricone
Kristen Thomson
Ricky Tose
Jack & Dee De Vande North

FOUNDDIONS
California Wellness Foundation
John Burton Foundation
Nick Trina Foundation
Sallie Chawla Family Foundation
Lions Gate Foundation
Union Bank of California Foundation
Union Bank of California

$25,000
$25

Silver Giving Foundation

$25,000

Luisa and Claude Rosenburg Jr.
Muriel Foundation
Bobith Foundation
Jamieson Family Foundation
$200

van Loben Sels/Rembe

Rock Foundation
Union Bank of California Foundation

$15,000

Morris Stulsaft Foundation

$10,000

Mental Insight Foundation

$15,000

Cleo Foundation

$25,000

Wells Fargo Foundation
IDG Charitable Foundation
North Beach Foundation

$1,000

CORPORATIONS
Levi’s

Check Point Software

Technologies, Inc.

$2,500

$2,450

$1,000

$1,000

$15,000

$25,000

$20,000

Cleau Discounted Goods Provider
Safeway

Central

San Francisco Food Bank


Management
Rainbow Grocery Cooperative
SafeWay
San Francisco Buddhist Center
San Francisco Marriott
Timbuk2 Designs
Union Bank of California
Urban Outfitters
Whole Foods

IN-KIND DONORS
Kristina Batiste
Lauren Berkman
Al Camarillo
Wendy Chang
Lynn Charles
The Chawla Family
Nadine Cruz
Michael Eckmann
Rena Ivy
Deborah Kleinecke
Judí McManigal
Amelia Paulson
Bridge Prince
Thomas Sharpe, Jr.
Gavin Skillman
Amanda West
Clarence & Steve Willoughby

OTHER IN-KIND DONORS
Community Karma
Condom Distribution
Program, SFDPH
Habers Corpus Resource Center

DISCOUNTED GOODS PROVIDERS
San Francisco Food Bank

Bold indicates donors who have supported us annually for at least five years

* Donors who have supported us annually, for at least three years
1 administered through San Francisco Foundation's Donor Advised Funds
2 Donors who gave in memory of Martha Laurance
3 Donors who gave in honor of Nicholas Check's first birthday
4 Donors whose gift was matched by a generous donation from Bank of America
5 Donors who gave through a fundraising event with Timbuk2
6 Donors who gave in memory of Virginia Schule
7 Donors whose gift was matched by a generous donation from Union Bank of California, and the Union Bank of California Employee Workplace Campaigns
8 Donors whose gift was made through the United Way of Miami-Dade Fisher Island Philanthropic Fund
**Thank You!** (so far!)

**Partner - $5,000 and above**
- Anonymous
- Lori Lerner & Terry Berkemeier*

**Pillar - $1,000-$4,999**
- Scott & Ellen Hand
- Hanna Winifred Lavin Fund

** Ally - $500-$999**
- Edmund Duffly
- Mitchell Gitin
- Jean Sullivan

**Advocate - $250-$499**
- Patty Daniels
- Dr. Warren LoPresti

**Supporter - $100-$249**
- Don & Jeanne Boyd*
- Tom & Maureen McCracken*
- Lateefah Simon
- John Sorrenti

**Friend - $35-$99**
- Anonymous
- Gwynne Stoddart
- Cedric & Amy Wiesner

**Foundation**
- California Wellness Foundation $75,000*
- Anonymous Foundation $45,000*

**Corporations**
- McKesson Foundation, Inc. $1,000
- Levi's $1,000
- Gap $500
- Whole Foods $320.30

**R&E Fisher Comm Property Trust $250**
- Joel Isaacson & Co., Inc. $200

**Corporate In-kind donors**
- Ashbury Images
- Benefit Cosmetics
- Buffalo Exchange
- Gap
- Hotel Del Sol
- Hotel Vitale
- Information Resources, Inc.
- Levi's
- McKesson
- Panache Destination Management
- Timbuk2 Designs
- Union Bank of California
- Urban Outfitters*

**In-kind donors**
- Kristin Bass
- Jade Bottle
- The Chawla Family
- Patty Daniels
- Dr. Melina Jampolis

**Other In-Kind Donors**
- Condom Distribution Program, SFDPH
- Habitats Corporation Resource Center*
- Discounted Goods Providers
  - San Francisco Food Bank

**Bold** indicates donors who have supported us annually for at least five years
* Donors who have supported us annually for at least three years
1 Administered through San Francisco Foundation's Donor Advised Funds
2 Donation raised through a house warming party

---

**Holiday Parties**

This past holiday season, more than 140 clients and their children came to our parties, got personalized gifts, ate delicious baked treats, and got a meal. An additional 50 clients who were not able to come to our parties got holiday gifts. These parties require a ton of community involvement, and would not have been possible without the support of a number of individuals. More than 30 people, foundations, and businesses contributed more than $12,000 to cover the entire cost of these parties.

A number of businesses also made in-kind donations of gift certificates that we were able to give to clients or use for their gifts. Sixteen individuals baked an incredible array of treats that were gobbled up by our clients at the parties. And 35 people came by our office to wrap more than 400 gifts the week before the parties. Unfortunately, there is not space to list everyone who helped out, but you know who you are, and we want to thank you for helping make this a great holiday season for our clients!

---

**Fire It Up**

Firefighters Union brings Holiday Cheer to our clients

ATC is working with a growing number of clients who have their own children. For most of these young people, money is extremely tight; when the holidays come, it can be hard to afford presents for their children.

Fortunately for ATC and our clients, the San Francisco Firefighter's Union does an amazing toy drive every year, gathering thousands of toys for children in low-income families. ATC has been working with this program for the past few years, and it has always made special allowances for our clients to get toys with no wait and no fuss. John Hanley, the Union president, makes the whole process so simple. This year, in order to make it as easy as possible, they let us pick up about 50 holiday toys and distribute them ourselves to the people we work with.

Our clients were so thrilled that we were able to give both them and their children great gifts, allowing them to celebrate the holidays together as families.

---

**ATC clients celebrate at one of ATC's holiday parties. We had over 140 guests at our two parties.**
**Staff Changes...**

**Kelly Brandon**

This April, Kelly Brandon got the great news that she was accepted to San Francisco State University’s masters nursing program. Unfortunately for us at ATC, this meant that she ended her five-year career with us this summer to pursue her lifelong dream.

Kelly will leave behind a legacy that includes the following: 1) Her legendary high-kick 2) An amazing performance of the memorable dance sequence from Napoleon Dynamite 3) the ATC record for most times getting licked on her neck during outreach.

Actually, her true legacy will be that she made our organization permanently stronger with her commitment to creating policies and systems that will be in place for years, she made our staff stronger with her creative and supportive activities and presents, and she helped her clients build stronger lives with her incredible consistency, humanity, and responsiveness. She is an original, so we cannot try to replace her. We can only thank her and be grateful for the time she spent with us.

But even without Kelly, we will soldier on! This March, At The Crossroads added our newest outreach counselors, Naomi Irvine and Jason Thompson.

**Naomi Irvine**

Naomi joined the ATC staff after spending a year as a Mission outreach volunteer extraordinaire. When she graduated from San Francisco State with a degree in International Relations earlier this year, Naomi was looking for a job in which she felt like she would do meaningful and positive work, and ATC became a natural fit. The core of this work to Naomi is the outreach she now does four nights a week in both Downtown and the Mission.

“Outreach has been my favorite part of the job so far,” said Naomi, who obviously has yet to experience the thrills of office chores like surface cleaning. “It is wonderful to get paid to go out into the community and talk with people.”

When Naomi’s not basking in the pleasures of outreach, she enjoys reading anything she can get her hands on. She’s also happiest when she gets to eat good food and dance the night away. Other than that, she claims that she’s pretty normal and boring. We know better. She’s a big freak. But she’s our kind of freak.

**Jason Thompson**

Before joining ATC, Jason spent the last year volunteering as a crisis counselor with SF Suicide Prevention.

“Working full-time with folks in the community seems like a natural progression,” said Jason. “I’m really interested in psychology and committed to doing what I can to support underserved youth.”

Jason has only just started meeting with clients. But he’s having a good time on outreach, meeting and getting to know ATC’s clients and how he can help them meet their needs.

ATC clients and staff are also getting to know Jason, beyond the nifty English accent he brings with him from his native land. Jason has long been pursuing his craft as a writer, and recently finished his first book, STELLA, a memoir about his mother’s struggles with mental illness. Another first was the 1st birthday of his daughter that he and his wife celebrated this spring. But perhaps most impressively, he put the entire ATC staff to shame by completing his first ultramarathon – 31 miles in 6 hours and 14 minutes. We try to get him back by mocking the Queen’s English with incredibly poor syntax and grammar. It makes him want to cry.

**Volunteer Fundraisers**

Last year, 16 individuals joined our first-ever attempt to reach out to a broader community to raise money for ATC. They told their friends, families, and coworkers about ATC, and encouraged them to support our work. Thanks to their efforts, ATC has 24 new donors who contributed more than $3,500 to the organization! Since this was our first attempt to do this, there were many challenges with logistics, but these individuals stuck with it, and made a real impact on ATC. Thank you so much to Ye, Chau, Leslie, Jordan, both Christines, Leah, Megan, Nikki, Darcy, John, Patty, Katie, Meredith, Cari and Deb. We appreciate that you value our work enough to share it with the people that you know. If anyone reading this is interested in doing something similar, please email Rob Gitin at robg@atthecrossroads.org.

*At The Crossroads is a project of the Community Initiative Funds of The San Francisco Foundation. If you would like a copy of one of our previous newsletters, send us an email, and we’ll send it to you as long as we have some left (we have a limited supply).*